
Is Your Current Driving Record Solution
Eating Your Profits?

Motor Vehicle Reports (MVRs) are necessary if you want a complete view of insurance 
applicants’ driving histories — or are they? Are you spending money on something you don’t 

always need? TransUnion’s research may surprise you. 

90%
Life Insurance carriers that order MVRs 

today. 40% order MVRs on all applicants1

$9.75
Average state MVR cost2

80% 
Drivers who have clean 

driving records 
Yet carriers still spend money on MVRs 

that return no valuable information3

Tip: Order the MVR only when it’s necessary

Chances are, you’re ordering too many MVRs and it’s 
impacting your profitability

Selectively ordering MVRs with risky driving 
histories could deteriorate your protective value 

Predictor models can miss drivers with ratable 
violations or result in unnecessary MVR orders

Recycled MVRs don’t always identify 
recent activity

They’re expensive!

Data is tied to the current driver’s license 
number, so you might not have access to all 
of an individual’s violations you need to 
accurately price policies and mitigate risk

6.1 million 
Violations for drivers who 

received a ticket in a state other 
than where they lived4

15%
Individuals who could be misclassified 

without a comprehensive court 
record-based solution in place6 

Some insurance carriers are saving 30–50% on their MVR costs
TransUnion’s DriverRiskSM is a single-source solution that combines an extensive 

database of court records (where available) with national state MVRs. 
You order the MVR only when it’s necessary.

Our solution provides a cascade approach, which lets you customize your solution based on 
business needs, along with product availability. 

Alert
Includes violation

summary counts by
category

Alert used to determine 
when an MVR should be 
ordered. Underwriting 
based only on MVR 
violations.

Supplement use
Greatest insight 

(MVR + court 
record convictions)

Alert used to determine 
when an MVR should be 
ordered and violation 
details returned. 
Underwriting based on 
both MVR and court 
record convictions.

Underwriting based only
on court record data
(MVR replacement).

Wherever DriverRisk is not 
available, or where the 
product can only be used as 
a supplement or alert, 
TransUnion can return the 
state MVR.5

Full actionable use
Greatest savings and 

additional insight 
(surcharge revenue)

Enhanced state 
MVR5

Deeper, broader data 

470M+ 
Court record violations 

available 

300M 
Consumer records

97.7%
DriverRisk identifies 

drivers clean or dirty6 

61% 
More individuals with ratable 

violations than typically found 
by insurance carriers3

Obtain impactful data currently used across many insurance lines 
of business

Personal auto 
insurance

Homeowners 
insurance 

Life 
insurance 

Commercial 
insurance 

learn more

TransUnion is committed to helping you reduce MVR-related expenses while 
increasing insight into driver behavior to improve risk segmentation. Contact 

your TransUnion representative or visit us at transunion.com/product/driverrisk 
to learn more

1. Life Office Management Association, October 2018 
2. Average state MVR cost nationwide for three-year history reported as of 10/9/2018 by individual state DMVs. 
3. TransUnion internal analysis 2019 
4. In the TransUnion database 
5. TransUnion will return the state MVR details along with any out-of-state convictions found in the DriverRisk data, 
    in effect “enhancing” the state MVR response from TransUnion with court record details
6. Aggregated DriverRisk validation results as of January 2019. 
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